**CLASSIFICATIONS & ANALOGIES: ITEM CA-16**

*Special Note for Examiner*
Outside and inside figure has one less edge, middle figure has one more edge, at each step.

**Administration**
Place Block F (red triangle) in first tray slot on examiner’s right-hand side. Place remaining (5) Blocks, centered in front of individual, in alphabetical order, from your left to right. Indicate nonverbally that individual should move Blocks to correct placement on Frame.

**Correct Response**

```
| E | B | C |   |
```

**CLASSIFICATIONS & ANALOGIES: ITEM CA-17**

*Special Note for Examiner*
Shading of inner square progresses through half squares (either counterclockwise or clockwise); outside of square progresses through half shapes counterclockwise.

**Administration**
Place Block F (red circle) in first tray slot on examiner’s right-hand side. Place remaining (5) Blocks, centered in front of individual, in alphabetical order, from your left to right. Indicate nonverbally that individual should move Blocks to correct placement on Frame.

**Correct Response**

```
| A | C | E |   |
```